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PGGB•IT! is a Windows application for PGGB batch processing of music album folders using the
Windows Explorer ‘PGGB-IT!’  library as a queue. Folders are included in the library using the right-click
context menu,  ‘Send to’ or drag ‘n drop feature. Once included, they get processed according to your
PGGB upsampling settings for saving to local or network attached storage. Audio players that support
WAV, WV or FLAC files can directly play the files using driver interfaces to high resolution DACs. The
drawing belows shows the entire PGGB•IT! workflow.

Use various ways to include
music folders in the PGGB-IT!
Library Queue. Your music files
are not touched; only symbolic
links to folders are maintained.

The files (tracks) in each
folder (album) are read by
the PGGB processing engine
and resampled to the
destination (Output Folder)
according to your settings.

The output folders and files
reside on local or network
storage for access by music
players or source components.
DAC settings ensure quality
playback.
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Installation & Setup
PGGB-IT! is downloaded as a .EXE installation (pggb_it_install_4.1.exe). Double click to launch and
follow the instructions. The installation folder is the default for single users:
C:\Users\<USER>\AppData\Local\Programs\PGGB-IT. Select this folder or choose a root folder (like
C:\PGGB-IT); do not choose a folder inside ‘Program Files’. If possible, choose a location on the
fastest drive on your system - preferably a SSD.

The primary applications are:

PGGB-IT.exe
The main application for file handling and PGGB resampling. This normally resides on
the Desktop, Taskbar and Start Menu.

FOLDER-DROP.exe
The helper application for drag-drop and context menu operations. This normally
resides on the Desktop.

Other components may be required for proper operation:
● PGGB-AP (Version 3.0.45 or higher, renamed from ‘PGGB Offline’) may be installed if you

choose. PGGB-IT! includes a ‘pggb_cl.exe’ core that requires the full PGGB-AP installation for
proper operation. You can download PGGB-AP from remastero here. This installation is not
required if you will exclusively use PGGB-RT for processing.

● PGGB-IT! includes a trial version of PGGB-RT. This version is self contained so no additional
downloads are required. You can upgrade to the full version here.

● PGGB-IT! may report that .NET Windows components are required. Normally these are
installed for other applications. You can download them here.

● PGGB-IT! may report that components such as ‘MSVCP140.DLL’ are required. These are part of
the Microsoft Visual C++ Redistributable Packages for Visual Studio 2015 (or newer). You can
download them here.

IMPORTANT: Anti-Virus programs may detect a false positive virus with PGGB-IT! or FOLDER-DROP! .
To resolve this, either disable the virus protection or set exclusions if you have any of the following
installed: Microsoft Virus & Threat Protection, Malware Bytes, McAfee, Norton, BitDefender.
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https://www.remastero.com/pggb.html
https://pggb.io/services/rt-upgrade
https://dotnet.microsoft.com/download
https://www.microsoft.com/en-ca/download/details.aspx?id=48145


NEW INSTALLATION: After installation to a folder, please perform the following steps:

1. Ensure the PGGB-IT! application (PGGB-IT.exe) and FOLDER-DROP! application
(FOLDER-DROP.exe) have Desktop shortcuts.  ‘FOLDER-DROP!’ on the Desktop will make it easy
for you to drag-and-drop your music files to the PGGB-IT! Library.

2. Right click on the PGGB-IT! application (PGGB-IT.exe) and select ‘Pin to Start’ or ‘Pin to taskbar’
(or do both) to make PGGB-IT! more visible and easier to access.

3. IMPORTANT. Setup the Library, Context menu and ‘Send to’ shortcut. Do this by running
PGGB-IT! with elevated privileges: Right click on the application and select ‘Run as
administrator’. This only needs to be done once.

4. Now everything is set up. Run PGGB-IT! normally by one of the following methods.

a. Double-clicking on the application icon in the installation folder or desktop shortcut

b. Single-clicking on the icon in the Start menu

c. Single-clicking on the icon in the Taskbar

UPGRADE INSTALLATION: If you are upgrading from a prior version, the installation will recognize
this and simply copy files over the existing installation. All of your settings will be maintained and no
further setup is required.
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PGGB-IT! will launch the display console and display the settings configuration dialog.

Acquaint yourself with this settings panel. Help for each setting is provided with tool-tips. The default
settings are identified - you can return to these by clicking ‘Reset All’. To close the settings panel, click
‘Save Settings’, click⌧ in the upper right corner or press the Escape key.
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The normal appearance of PGGB-IT! is a console window waiting for music folders to be included in
the PGGB-IT! Library:

At this console window you can press the Escape key to again bring up the configuration settings
panel ...and press Esc again to close it.

In the Windows Explorer window, In the left pane, verify the Library ‘PGGB-IT!’ has been created.

If you don't see the PGGB-IT! Library (or the Library folder heading at all), confirm that you have the
‘Show libraries’ set correctly in the Explorer menu.
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Six Ways to Include Folders in the PGGB-IT! Library
Including your music folders in the PGGB-IT! Library is the way to get them processed. To make this
easy, browse to your folder selection and choose the various methods as below. Note that if you wish
to process individual files (tracks) from a folder (album), copy them to a temporary folder first.

1) Windows Explorer - Right Click on Folders Content Menu
Select a folder and right-click the context menu item: Include in PGGB-IT! Library.

2) Windows Explorer - Right Click on Folders & Include in library
Select a folder and right-click the context menu item: Include in library ❯. This will show all
available libraries. Select PGGB-IT!

3) Windows Explorer - Right Click on Folders & Send to

For single or multiple folders, select them and right-click Send to ❯. This will show a list of
items. Select PGGB-IT! Library.
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4) Drag and Drop to the FOLDER-DROP! Desktop Shortcut

For single or multiple folders, highlight the group of folders and left-click-drag and drop onto
the FOLDER-DROP! Shortcut/Icon.

FOLDER-DROP!

5) Launch the FOLDER-DROP! Application/Shortcut to Open Folder Browse Dialog

Launching the FOLDER-DROP! Application/Shortcut opens a folder browser dialog. Use this
method for convenient single folder selection.

FOLDER-DRO

6) JRiver Media Center - Send To

Configure Media Center (MC) to support direct inclusion of albums to the PGGB-IT! Library. In
an Album view, right-click on an album and select: Send To  → Send To (external)  → Add / Edit
Programs and select ‘Add…’ to present the dialog below. Enter the Name, Program Path and
Parameters field exactly as below:

Name: PGGB-IT!

Program Path:<Enter path for FOLDER-DROP.exe>

Parameters: RemoveRight("[Filename (path)]",1)

Click OK to save. Verify the Send To → PGGB-IT! menu item is available. The MC album view
allows you to right-click Send To → PGGB-IT!. Conveniently, MC puts the most recently used
command at the top of the right-click menu for repeated Send To actions.
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PGGB Processing Settings

When a folder is included in the PGGB-IT! Library, PGGB-IT! starts processing and all status and
progress information will be displayed in the console window. PGGB-IT! will process audio as well as
video+audio input files of the formats in the table below:

PCM Audio (up to 64 bits/sample) MP3, OPUS, WMA, MKA, M4A, AIF, FLAC, AIFF, WAV, WV, W64

DSD Audio (64, 128, 256) DSF

Video+Audio (any format/codec) MPG, WEBM, WMV, MKV, MP4, MOV

Other formats (like JPG or PDF) are just copied, as appropriate. PGGB-IT! continues to scan the
contents of the Library until all included folders are processed. As folders are processed, the folder
references (symbolic links) are removed from the Library queue. You may continue to include folders
to the Library queue and they will be processed as well. When PGGB-IT! finds no more folders in the
Library, it will idle while waiting. You may then press ESC to adjust settings and re-do a folder or
adjust as required for subsequent processing.

Output Folder:

Select the Output Folder. Folders selected for processing will have their fully qualified paths recreated
within the output folder selected by the Output Folder.

Sample Rate:

PGGB-IT! resamples to the integer multiple of the source track (fS is the fundamental sample rate).
Select the highest possible sampling rate allowed by your DAC. PGGB-IT! will upsample or
downsample as required - or (for no sample rate change) the source track is just converted to PCM.

Bit Depth:

PGGB-IT! will produce output files of fixed word sizes of 16, 24 or 32 bits - however the actual audio
signal is noise shaped to a specified bit depth to match your DAC. Select the DACs internal bit depth
or, in the case of R2R (ladder) DACs, select the most linear bit depth (according to manufacturer
specification or industry publication measurements). In addition, make sure the signal transport from
source to DAC supports the specified bit depth. Use 32 Float or 64 Float for the special case of
directly exporting the PGGB internal bit resolution.
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Maximum Taps:

Choose the largest value based on your system constraints. PGGB uses track duration and sampling
factor to determine the actual number of taps required. PGGB-AP supports up to 8192M taps.
PGGB-RT supports up to 1024M taps with additional Intel library limitations as per the table below.

Transparency:

This setting allows the user to select their subjective shade of transparency - the sense of how
closely playback matches the original. This is a matter of personal preference and also dependent on
downstream components (amplifiers, speakers & headphones). Select ‘Natural’ (the default) for the
most natural and technically perfect presentation that portrays leading edges and timing accurately
while maintaining body and warmth. Select ‘Forward’ for a slightly forward presentation that's less
dense and subjectively favors tube preamp/amplification.

Presentation:

Fine-tune the time domain characteristics to strike a balance between transparency and a
body/density. Select ‘Transparent’ (the default) for excellent body with the fastest and cleanest
transients. Select ‘Moderate’ for a high level of transparency but with a little more body. Select ‘Dense’
to trade off some transparency for even more body.

HF Filter:

Balance filtering at high frequencies beyond the audible range to differentiate between quantization
noise, signal noise and the music signal itself. This is only applicable at sample rates at 2fS and
above. Each setting selects a cut-off frequency for filtering. Select ‘Full (21kHz)’ for more filtering so
the sound is cleaner but it may be too smooth or slightly less open. Select ‘Moderate (30kHz)’ (the
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default) for an optimal amount of filtering that seeks to strike a perfect balance in the majority of
cases. Select ‘Minimal (40kHz)’ for less filtering so the sound is airy - although this may add some
harshness on poor or older recordings. Select ‘Permissive (50kHz)’ or ‘Very Permissive (60kHz)’ for
very clean DXD(8fS) or DSD recordings. Optionally, you can use ‘Auto HF’ to have PGGB-IT
automatically select the filter based on the input file sample rate.

Noise Shaping:

Adaptive noise shaping removes quantization noise resulting in a high degree of small signal
accuracy and a very life-like sound. Select ‘Auto’ (the default) to enable this. Select  ‘Dither only’ for
certain 32-bit DACs set to NOS mode or when the output is to a hardware upsampler (eg. MScaler in
bypass mode). In these cases, the additional noise shaping of PGGB may not be required.

Apodizing Filter:

Resampling of CD-Audio tracks (CD ripped 44.1kHz sampling) should have an apodizing filter applied
to filter out aliasing distortion introduced during the CD creation process. Select ‘On’ (the default and
highly recommended) to apply an apodizing filter only on 44.1kHz tracks. Select ‘Off’ for processing
CD resolution pro-audio 44.1kHz tracks so that they will retain their full frequency content.

Volume/Gain:

PGGB performs all volume adjustment prior to noise shaping to ensure maximum sound quality.
‘Disable (0 dB)’ is the default - meaning unity gain without any adjustment to the volume level (apart
from that required to avoid inter-sample-overs). ‘ReplayGain(Track)’ or ‘ReplayGain(Album)’ or
‘R128(Track)’ or ‘R128(Album)’ use loudness analysis encoded in the metadata of each track. This
has been performed either ‘per-track’, so that all tracks will be of equal volume or ‘per-album’ where
peak-value and gain-value has been calculated for the whole album. Elect to use the SMPTE
ReplayGain or EBU R128 method; PGGB-IT! will revert to whichever is present. ‘Preamp’ volume
attenuation adjusts maximum peak volume to better accommodate DAC downstream equipment
levels. Combine this with loudness gain described above. Select ‘Normalize’ to output files at the
loudest possible volume - a peak of 1.0000 PCM or 0 dB.

Equalization:

PGGB-IT! supports optimized convolution filtering to apply EQ. Refer to the information on the
remastero site for how to measure and obtain impulse files for your listening room or headphones.
Note that EQ settings are only applicable with PGGB-RT processing; when using PGGB-AP, use the
desktop PGGB application interface to adjust EQ settings to be used by PGGB-IT!
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Processing Mode:

Given the same parameters, taps and precision, files processed using either PGGB-AP or PGGB-RT
will sound the same. The functional difference between them is the implementation of the core
technology: PGGB-AP uses MATLAB/ADVANPIX libraries with no taps limits and a precision up to
192/256 bits; PGGB-RT uses the Intel IPP libraries for faster performance but with tap limits and a
fixed precision of 64 bits. The improved precision of PGGB-AP produces files that sound better due to
40dB lower noise floor and no digital artifacts in the audio band. PGGB-AP processing at higher
precision will take much longer and require more RAM than the standard 64 bits precision. As a
general rule: use PGGB-AP if your system allows it; otherwise use it only for your most cherished
tracks or long duration DXD or DSD source files (20 minutes).

For examination of your files prior to processing, consider using the ‘Analysis Only’ modes. No files
will be written, instead, PGGB-RT will perform preprocessing and analysis of all files. Select
‘Timestamp Output Files’ to set the current date/time for processed output files.  This is useful to help
identify a collection of processed files.

Filename Suffix:

Selects the File naming:

No Suffix Each track (file basename) maintains the same file basename as the original.

(PGGB Info) Suffix Each track (file basename) has a suffix of bit depth, sample rate & taps information, ie:
‘file-basename (16_44_24_705 PGGB 101M)’.

Folder Suffix:

Selects the Folder naming. For example, if the music folder ‘C:\Music\Santana\Shaman’ is included in
the PGGB-IT! Library and the Output Folder is set to ‘D:\PGGB’, the output folder will be processed
according to the table:

No Suffix D:\PGGB\Music\Santana\Shaman. The output folder maintains the same folder basename
as the original.

[PGGB] D:\PGGB\Music\Santana\Shaman [PGGB]. The folder has a ‘[PGGB]’’ suffix.

[+BitDepth-SampleRate] D:\PGGB\Music\Santana\Shaman [PGGB 24-705]. The folder has a suffix of bit depth &
sample rate

[+Equalization Info] D:\PGGB\Music\Santana\Shaman [PGGB Off,HP_Linear,20,20000]. The folder has a suffix
of equalization information.
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[+Misc Info] D:\PGGB\Music\Santana\Shaman [PGGB Misc]. The folder name has a suffix of misc
settings.

All Suffixes D:\PGGB\Music\Santana\Shaman [PGGB 24-705 Off,HP_Linear,20,2000 Misc]. The folder
has all the suffixes.

Album Suffix:

PGGB-IT! copies metadata tags from the source track to the PGGB resampled track. This setting
selects a suffix to be appended to the metadata ‘Album’ tag. For example, if you are processing the
album ‘Shaman’ by the artist ‘Santana’:

No Suffix Shaman. (no change)

[PGGB] Suffix Shaman [PGGB]. This is the default.

[+BitDepth-SampleRate] Shaman [PGGB 24-705].

[+Equalization Info] Shaman [PGGB Off,HP_Linear,20,20000]. .

[+Misc Info] Shaman [PGGB Misc]. .

Apply All Suffixes Shaman [PGGB 24-705 Off,HP_Linear,20,20000 Misc].
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Parallel Workers:

PGGB-IT! uses multi-core processing: the default is to use all physical cores (not virtual or
hyperthreaded). This is a good compromise between performance and power demands. You can
select more cores (workers) to get better performance but risk engaging the thermal protection
(speed throttling and fans) and run the risk of Windows instability on older XEON based systems.
Additionally low memory may cause PGGB to reduce core usage.

File Format:

‘Uncompressed’ outputs audio-only to standard WAV with RF64 profile formatting if the file is larger

than 4GBytes. If you select Bit Depth: 64-bits, the uncompressed Sony Wave64 format is used.

‘Compressed’ outputs audio-only lossless FLAC for 8fS and lower; and audio-only lossless WavPack
for 16fS or higher. ‘Matroska’ outputs either audio-only in MKA format or video+audio in MKV format.
Source video content is copied to the output - otherwise PGGB-IT! creates a title still image video
(using folder.jpg if present) with timecode. Audio is stored as linear PCM uncompressed (PCM);
WavPack compressed (WavPack); or AudioWise proprietary encoding (AWPack).

File Mode:

Select ‘Create’ when you want to save any existing PGGB files - these will be moved to a subfolder
named with a date/time timestamp. Select ‘Skip’ to avoid re-upsampling files that match the name of
files already existing. Select ‘Overwrite’ to always overwrite any existing files. During processing, the
console will display files using color coding to match the file mode and output file existance.
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Console Display

PGGB-IT! reports its progress in the console window. Most things here are pretty self-explanatory.
PGGB-RT processing logs less verbose messages; PGGB-AP processing is more detailed.

Log & Settings Files

PGGB-IT! writes out settings and log information as described below:

pggb_cl_temp.json JSON (JavaScript Open Notation) text file contains the settings used to process the
album folder. Written to the output folder and installation folder.  Used by PGGB-AP.

pggb_temp.json JSON text file contains the settings used to process the album folder. Written to the
output folder and installation folder.

pggb_album_analysis_v5.csv CSV (Comma Separated Values) text file normally opened by a spreadsheet program.
Contains a record of all files processed in the output folder.

pggb_it_log.log A transcription of the console output for all processes. Located in the root of the output
folder.  Note that this file will be automatically truncated if it gets too large.

Processed Folder History

Each folder that is processed by PGGB-IT! is also recorded in a history file. This lets you see, at a
glance, all those folders and re-select one or more to be requeued for reprocessing.  To access this
history, click on the PGGB-IT! image icon in the settings configuration panel. From this dialog you can
select multiple folders to be processed.
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Using a Spare SSD or RAM Drive
During PGGB-RT processing, temporary files are stored, by default, in the PGGB-IT! installation folder.
The recommendation is to have this folder reside on a fast SSD. If this is not possible, you can speed
up processing by telling PGGB-IT! to use a folder in faster storage for temporary files.

1) Create a RAM driver on a system with plenty of RAM (64-96Gb or more)
2) Use a spare SSD with space available

Set the windows environment variable PGGB_TEMP to point to the faster storage. For example, set
PGGB_TEMP to ‘R:’ for a RAM Drive with the label ‘R:’; or ‘X:\Temp’ for an SSD Drive with the label ‘X:’.
Consider the required space according to this table:

PCM to 16fS up to 10min in duration ~4Gbytes

DSD to 16fS up to 10min in duration ~28Gbytes

International Language Support

PGGB-IT! is based on the Unicode character code for all internal processing. Windows language and
region preferences will automatically provide proper console display of international characters,
including Chinese. The PGGB-IT! console uses UTF8 coding to display both western (single byte) and
international (double byte) characters. The console has a properties dialog (selected by right-clicking
on the title bar). In this dialog you can select various options including Fonts and colors.  For display
of Chinese characters while in a western language mode, select the font which displays properly.

Other Considerations

PGGB-IT! is robust, however, here are some points to consider:

● Only a single instance of PGGB-IT! can be run at a time. If you try to start another instance, an
error message will display.

● If you wish to abort PGGB-IT! while its processing (for whatever reason), you can do so by
clicking the⌧ in the title bar or pressing CTRL-X or CTRL-C. You may need to wait a few
seconds for all internal sub-tasks to stop. When you restart, PGGB-IT! checks if there are
folders remaining from a previously terminated instance and will give you the option to
complete the processing of those folders. Note that these folders are listed in the temporary
file ‘pggb_to_process.txt’ located in the root of the output folder.
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● PGGB-IT! and FOLDER-DROP! are prevented from interfering with each other. Occasionally this
may result in a slight delay when dropping folders to FOLDER-DROP!

● If you change the PGGB-IT! installation folder or are experiencing problems. You can reset
installation by deleting the Windows PGGB-IT! Library and then re-rerun PGGB-IT.exe with
Administrator privileges.

● For best performance, upgrade your system to the maximum amount of RAM possible. A 32Gb
or 64Gb system will perform much better than a 8Gb system. Consider the maximum ram
configuration when shopping for a PGGB-IT system. For PGGB-AP high precision, 128Gb or
more RAM is highly recommended.

● Ensure the PGGB-IT! Installation folder is on a fast SSD drive as temporary files are stored, by
default, in this folder.

● PGGB-IT! uses the industry standard ffmpeg for reading & writing of audio files.  On rare
occasions, ffmpeg will report errors or warnings (red messages). For example, the errors
‘invalid residual’ or ‘decoder_frame() failed’ are due to formatting errors created during ripping
of the CD track. Normally these are at the end of the track and not a problem.

● Folders in a library are only referenced with symbolic links, however be wary that deleting
folders inside a library will delete the actual folders on disk. If you change your mind about
processing a folder and wish to remove it from the queue, select the PGGB-IT! Windows Library
icon and select ‘Manage Library’ from the Manage | Library Tools menu item. It is here that you
can select included folders to be removed from the library.

● Regarding customizing the JRiver MC user interface to better delineate the display of [PGGB]
Albums. Refer to the JRiver Media Center Wiki or Interact Forum posts regarding Customized
Views. Tracks processed by PGGB-IT! may be distinguished by an appended ‘[PGGB]’ to the
album title in each track. Eg:  ‘Greatest Hits' will become ‘Greatest Hits [PGGB]’. Create a
custom Album view, name it ‘[PGGB] Albums’ (to distinguish it from Albums) and edit the
search dialog as below:
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This will give you a view similar to this:

You may consider adding a PGGB Artists or PGGB Panes view.
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